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ABSTRACT 
Public art is justified and sold based on a variety of purported public benefits, including 
spatial identity , enhanced use, and improved value. Very little research has been done to quantify 
these or any other large-scale impacts. In this study, the relationships between land value and 
public art are examined. Denver, Colorado was chosen as the area of study due to its extensive 
library of accessible data and its active public art program . 
ArcGIS is used as an analytical tool to investigate these relationships. Public art data was 
obtained from Denver's GIS database and edited according to factors important to the execution 
of this study. Edited public art data is used to examine land value at the parcel level and in 
defined neighborhoods around the art site parcel. The relationships between site and 
neighborhoods determine a classification for the public art sites. This study is intended to serve 
preliminarily , and follow-up studies will be necessary to draw firm conclusions about public art 
and its spatial impacts . 
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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
Public art is a common feature of urban development. This commissioned art is installed 
for a wide variety of purposes with an equally wide variety of touted results. Debate regarding 
public art rests on a number of different factors : the purpose of art in a public context, the 
appropriateness of funding art publically , and the results of public art installation, to name 
several common debate points (Mitchell; Miles ; Senie and Webster). This study aims to be a step 
on the way to examining the impact of public art in terms of this third category of debate . 
Despite the common discussion , no research was discovered on large-scale public art impacts 
during a review of literature . 
This vein of research is important for supporters and detractors of public art initiatives . 
Examining the influence of public art in general, rather than on a piece-by-piece basis, may 
uncover trends that can help plann ers make educated decisions about the implementation of the 
aforementioned initiatives. At the moment , these initiatives claim benefits "w hilst there is no 
systemic evidence that public art has beneficial effects for urban communities , who may be 
marginalized rather than regenerated " (Miles I 04) . I am attempting to eventually provide that 
systemic evidence, with this study as a first step. 
Public art , for the purpo ses of this study, is defined as art funded through local 
government initiative s and installed in publically accessible space. The definition of public art is 
divisive. Questions are asked as to whom public art serves, what is defined as public , and what 
art and what messages are appropriate for public space . At this stage , this study attempts to avoid 
those important questions to study instead common claims made by public art's advocates. These 
issues will likely factor in as other spatial relationships are explored. 
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Public space can be equally difficult to define . This study accepts a rather simplistic 
definition . Public space, for the purposes of this study, refers to outdoor space owned by non-
private entities: thus it includes streets, government owned plazas, parks , etc. The study 
examines the spatial relationship between public art sited in public open space and the land value 
of all adjacent sites, regardless of ownership. 
There is some question among art critics and theorists as to whether it is appropriate for 
public art to be examined through mechanical lenses , such as economic relationships . This 
researcher argues that such valuations will be made regardless of their appropriateness and, 
considering the frequency of such claims by public art advocates, they must be examined with 
the goal of supporting those claims, should a positive impact be discovered, or diminishing 




The selected study area is the incorporated city of Denver, Colorado . The city of Denver 
was selected for three primary reasons . 
Figure 2.1: Aerial photograph and city boundary 
(Image credit: ESRI online basemap portal) 
l) The city of Denver has an extensive GIS data library . This library is publically 
available at http ://data.denvergov .org/. The accessibility and scope of this data 
allowed this study to be flexible in scope . The present study examines only public art 
and land value , but it could be expanded easily to look at other datasets. 
2) Public art data is vital to this study , and collecting it would be time consuming and 
difficult. A public art dataset is available in the Denver GIS data library, with title, 
artist, media, location, and other data points . 
3) Denver has a significant public art program. Per a 1988 mayoral executive order, 1 % 
of all city capital improvement projects with budgets over $1 million must be 
3 
allocated to public art (Denver Arts and Venues). Denver's public art collection 
includes more than 300 individual pieces of art . 
These three factors make Denver an ideal place to begin a study examining relationships 
between art and public space . 
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CHAPTER3 
DAT A AND METHODS 
As very little work has been done in this vein , there is no established or common 
methodology . In this study, spatial relationships between public art and land value are explored 
using ArcGIS as an analytical tool. ArcGIS ' s spatial data 
processing capabilities were the core of this analysis . 
Data for the city of Denver was downloaded 
through the city's online data portal 
(http ://data.denvergo v.org/). The data utilized were 
Denver county assessor ' s parcel data, which contain s 
land value and ownership; public art site data; and 
census data, which included economic and demographic 
information. The public art data was edited manually to 
remove public art that did not fall into the criteria of 
being sited in public open space. The primary removal 
resultant was art owned publically but located indoors . 
The refined public art point data was spatially 
joined to parcel data with ArcGIS geoprocessing . The 
purpose of this join was to assign the art data the value 
of the land it is sited upon . The raw land value was 
Figure 3.1: Method Flowchart 
Obtain Data 




Spatial Join: Art 




Neighborhood Rings to 
Average Value/ sg ft 
Sort According to 
Value Relationships 
normalized by parcel area to assign the art data the value per square foot of its site . 
This raised an issue , as approximately forty-five ( 45) public art installations were within 
public right-of-ways (ROW), primarily public streets. This type of land was assigned a value of 
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zero (0) in parcel data, which skewed our results significantly. For the sake of this initial study, 
the public art sites on ROW were excluded. 
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One-hundred and fifty ( 150) public art sites remained after the aforementioned removals. 
To evaluate the spatial relationship between these sites and the surrounding land value, I ran a 
multiple ring buffer process. Each public art site was assigned a quarter (1/4) mile, half (1/2) 
mile , three-quarter (3/4) mile, and one (1) mile buffer. These buffers define four (4) 
neighborhoods for each public art site . These neighborhoods provide the analysis areas used to 
assess the land value spatial relationship. 
The neighborhoods were assigned the average value per square foot of the parcels that lie 
within their boundaries . This was done through another spatial join in ArcGIS. This resulted in 
raw values which were not comparable among public art sites due to spatial variation in land 
value across the city . The raw values were normalized via the parcel value of the public art site . 
The normalized values represent a spatial relationship between the neighborhoods and the parcel 
acting as the public art's site . The spatial relationships discovered through this study are 
influenced by a wide variety of factors and do not demonstrate a cause-effect relationship. 
Rather , further study will involve the reduction of influencing variables until cause-effect 




Twenty (20) spatial relationship trends exist in the study area. Many of the relationship 
types exhibited cluster distribution patterns in certain areas of the city . Public art has different 
spatial relationships with urban land value in different ways that may depend on urban density. 
Urban density was demonstrated in two ways: through density of building footprints and through 
population density. 
The twenty (20) spatial relationships are listed here as classes. The charts accompanying 
each class description show the spatial relationships between public art and land value . The bar 
labelled 1 is the public art's parcel , 2 is the quarter mile 
neighborhood , 3 the half mile , 4 the three-quarter mile , 
and 5 the mile neighborhood . The bar height is the 
relative value per square foot of each site/ 
neighborhood . 
Class 1 
Class 1 shows a trend with the art parcel's 
value higher than that of any neighborhood and a 
downward trend from that center. Seven (7) of the 
public art sites exhibit this trend. Spatially, they 
cluster in an area of medium building density and 
population density. 
CLASS 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.1: Class 1 spatial relationships 
CLASS 2 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.2: Class 2 spatial relationships 
Class 2 
The trend of Class 2 has high value at the art site and in the immediate ( 1/4 mile) 
neighborhood . The value quickly drops , but increases as the neighborhoods expand. Eighteen 
( 18) public art sites demonstrated this trend , making it the second most frequent trend. Class 2 
public art sites cluster in an area of high building 
density but low population density . 
Class 3 
Class 3 has a varied neighborhood land value 
pattern. It presents a high value in the immediate 
neighborhood, but a varying value as the 
neighborhoods expand . This trend occurs in five (5) 
instances . Spatially , class 3 art sites do not form a 
cluster: rather they circle the area of highest building 
density. Their locations have no discernable 
relationship to population density. 
CLASS 3 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.3: Class 3 spatial relationships 
CLASS 4 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Class 4 Figure 4.4: Class 4 spatial relationships 
Class 4 also exhibits a pattern that decreases 
further from the art site, but it also shows an increase 
in the furthest ring. This pattern occurs in sixteen ( 16) 
instances, making it the third most common pattern . 
Spatially, class 4 forms two spatial clusters. Cluster 
one includes several art pieces in the Denver Zoo, and 
CLASS 5 
-1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.5: Class 5 spatial relationships 




1 2 3 4 5 
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Class 5 exhibits the highest land values near the 
art installation with value decreasing in a linear fashion. 
The art parcel is of lower value than its immediate 
surroundings. Spatially , class 5 occurs in six (6) 
instances with no significant clustering . Class 5 public 
art sites are in areas of medium density building and 
low density population on the outskirts of high density 
building areas . 
Figure 4.6: Class 6 spatial relationships 
Class 6 
For class 6, land values start high and diminish 
before rising again in the furthest neighborhood . This 
CLASS 7 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.7: Class 7 spatial relationships 
class occurs in twelve (12) instances , making it the fourth most common trend. Spatially, class 6 
public art sites form three clusters all in low density areas . 
CLASS 8 CLASS 9 
-• -
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.8: Class 8 spatial relationships Figure 4.9: Class 9 spatial relationships 
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Class 7 
Class 7 exhibits high values immediately around the lower-valued art parcel and variation 
in distant neighborhoods. Class 7 occurs in only two (2) instances. 
Class 8 
Class 8 public art sites are defined by an art site parcel lower in value than the immediate 
neighborhood followed by a drop and then a linear value climb. Class 8 occurs in two (2) 
instances on sites dissimilar in terms of urban density. ·-
Class 9 
Class 9 exhibits a general downward trend, but 
the area of highest value (after the art site's parcel) is 
the half ( 1/2) mile neighborhood. The five (5) 
instances of Class 9 occur in widely varied areas , 
showing no discernable trend in population or built 
density or proximity to city center. 
Class 10 
Class 10 sites swell toward the half ( 1/2) mile 
buffer and then decrease again. This trend occurs in 
five (5) instances across the city in medium built 
density areas with low population density. 
Class 11 
CLASS 10 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.10: Class 10 spatial relationships 
CLASS 11 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.11: Class 11 spatial relationships 
Class 11 sites exhibit a trend that starts low, reaches a peak at the half (1/2) mile ring, and 
a second, smaller peak in the outermost ring. This class occurs eight (8) times in a tight cluster of 
medium built density and relatively high population density . 
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Class 12 
Class 12 exhibits a general downward trend with a sudden spike at the three-quarter (3/4) 
mile neighborhood. This class occurs three (3) times with no discernable trend. 
Class 13 
Class 13 sites show a sudden drop from a 
high point at the parcel level followed by a swell that 
diminished by the one ( 1) mile neighborhood. Class 
13 occurs in ten ( 10) instances. The main spatial 
cluster of Class 13 occurs in the Denver Botanical 
1 
CLASS 12 
2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.12: Class 12 spatial relationships 
Gardens, which show on density maps as medium 
density in both categories. 
Class 14 
Class 14 shows a swell from a low parcel 
value to a peak at the three-quarter (3/4) mile 
1 2 
CLASS 13 
3 4 5 
neighborhood. Class 14 occurs in seven (7) instances ----- ~ 
clustering in an area of low population and medium 
built density. 
Class 15 
Class 15 features a high parcel value 
followed by an immediate drop in value. The value 
then rises in a linear fashion to a high point at the 
one ( 1) mile neighborhood. This trend is the most 
Figure 4.13: Class 13 spatial relationships 
CLASS 14 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.14: Class 14 spatial relationships 
common, occurring twenty-seven (27) times . This pattern occurs frequently in the inner city 
areas of Denver, including areas of high and medium built 
density and low and high population density . 
Class 16 
Class 16 demonstrates a dip pattern , with 
high areas at the parcel and the one ( 1) mile 
neighborhood . Class 16 occurs ten ( 10) times in the 
1 
CLASS 15 
------ ---. ----. I -_ __ IL _ -
2 3 4 5 
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dataset with most of the instances clustering in Burns Figure 4.15: Class 15 spatial relationships 
Park , an area of medium built and population density . 
Class 17 
Class 17 exhibits a waving trend with high 
points at the public art site parcel , half ( 1/2) mile , 
and one (1) mile neighborhoods . Class 17 occurs 
three (3) times with no discemable trend. 
CLASS 17 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.17: Class 17 spatial relationships 
CLASS 16 
1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.16: Class 16 spatial relationships 
CLASS 18 
-----1-
■-- -1 --- -1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 4.18: Class 18 spatial relationships 
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Class 18 
Class 18 occurs only once ( 1) in the dataset. This pattern shows a dip from the public art 
site parcel to the quarter ( 1/4) mile neighborhood , and a linear value climb afterwards . This 
pattern occurs in an area of medium built and low population density. 
Class 19 
Class 19 exhibits an increasing linear trend, with values increasing as distance from the 
art site increase . This pattern occurs two (2) times, both in areas of medium built density and 
relatively high population density . 
Class 20 
Class 20 occurs only once ( 1) in a suburban recreation center. This is a generally 
increasing trend with a dip at the three-quarter (3/4) mile neighborhood. 
CLASS 19 
1 2 3 4 





1 2 3 4 
Figure 4.20: Class 20 spatial 
relationships 
5 
These twenty (20) classes can be further combined into five (5) groups based on the 
general trends of land values in neighborhoods. These neighborhood groups are as follows: 
Neighborhood group 1 
Sites in neighborhood group one show a 
downward trend . The innermost neighborhoods are the 
most valuable and the furthest neighborhoods are the 
least. Class 1 and Class 5 constitute this neighborhood 
14 
group. Neighborhood group 1 occurs at 13 public art · - ·-- -- --- ·- - ·- -
Figure 4.21: Neighborhood Group 1 Trend 
sites, making it the smallest of the neighborhood groups. 
Neighborhood group 2 
Sites in neighborhood group 2 exhibit an 
upward trend. The innermost neighborhoods are the 
least valuable and the neighborhoods increase in value 
as they move away from the public art site. Class 15, 
class 18, and class 19 are members of this 
Figure 4.22: Neighborhood Group 2 Trend 
neighborhood group, which includes 30 public art sites. 
Neighborhood group 3 
The trend of neighborhood group 3 is a convex 
arch, with the neighborhoods in the middle being of 
highest value. Class 9, class 10, class 13, and class 14 
are members of this neighborhood group, for a total of 
27 public art sites. 
----------
Figure 4.23: Neighborhood Group 3 Trend 
Neighborhood group 4 
Sites in neighborhood group 4 exhibit a 
concave arch trend , with the middle neighborhoods 
being the lowest in value . This neighborhood group 
is the largest, with the 58 public art sites from class 
15 
2, class 4, class 6, class 8, and class 16. Figure 4.24: Neighborhood Group 4 Trend 
Neighborhood group 5 
Neighborhood group 5 sites show a wave-
form trend , with sites values varying across space . 
Class 3, class 7, class 11, class 12, class 17, and 
class 20 show this trend , for a total of 24 public art 
sites. 
Result Summary 
Out of a total of 150 sites: 
Figure 4.25: Neighborhood Group 5 Trend 
In one hundred and four (104) cases the parcel acting as the art site was more valuable 
than any neighborhood ring. 
In sixty-eight (68) cases the quarter (l/4) mile ring is the highest value neighborhood; in 
forty-six ( 46) of those cases the art site parcel is more valuable than any neighborhood ring. 
In eighteen (18) cases the half (l/2) mile ring is most valuable; two (2) of those cases 
have an art site parcel more valuable than any neighborhood ring. 
In twenty (20) cases the three-quarter (3/4) mile ring is the most valuable; thirteen ( 13) of 
those cases have an art site parcel more valuable than any neighborhood ring . 
[n forty-four (44) cases , the one (I) mile ring is the most valuable; forty (40) of those 
sites have an art site parcel more valuable than any ring. 
16 
Maps of population and built density can be found for reference in Appendix L Maps of 
each of the twenty (20) classes can be found for reference in Appendix [I. 
CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
These results show various spatial relationships between public art and land value . 
High Local Impact 
Over two-thirds (2/3) of the sites have a parcel that is of higher value than any 
neighborhood in the art site's neighborhoods. This can mean either that public art tends to be 
installed on already valuable sites or that public art has a positive influence on the value of the 
land in its immediate area . 
Either of these conclusions can be supported by the tendency for the nearest 
neighborhood to be the most valuable : more than one-third ( 1/3) of the sites exhibit the 
innermost neighborhood as the most valuable. 
Neighborhood group Trends 
The neighborhood groups show a low likelihood for middle-range neighborhoods to be 
more valuable than the nearest and furthest neighborhoods (95 have inner- or outer-most 
neighborhoods as high points , 27 have middle neighborhoods as high points, 24 are 




This research could be improved through a number of methods. Analyzing the change in 
land value for these sites over time would provide valuable insight into public art's impact on 
land value. If the high local impact sites were low in value prior to the installation of the art, the 
claim that art impacts land value would gain some support. This research would require historic 
assessor's data to capture the majority of the art installations . The possible causality would be 
18 
weakened even with the analysis if the art was installed as part of other urban improvements , as 
those other improvements could explain the rise in land value. 
Other factors can also be analyzed to refine this study's claims. Data such as installation 
date, medium, size, and form could change the impact of public art on land value, but was out of 
the scope of this limited study. Additionally, examining more types of data: crime statistics, 
demographics, population, income, etc would help build layers through which concrete spatial 
relationships may be discovered . 
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This honors thesis was an incredible opportunity of which I did not take full advantage. I 
made several mistakes through this process; several of them avoidable. My mistakes fall into two 
primary categories: mistakes in designing my thesis project, and mistakes in executing the 
project. I will discuss each, followed by a discussion of the benefits I gained from this project 
and process . 
My mistakes in the design of my project started as I finished my first thesis project, and 
many of these were less avoidable, if not unavoidable . My first mistake was perhaps a mistake of 
laziness . Out of my desire to select a thesis that tied into my honors contract, thereby reducing 
the strains on my creativity , I first selected a project of which I quickly grew bored . The project 
was too small in scope and related too tangentially to my interests. This led to my wasting a 
significant amount of time pursuing a project which I had no drive or desire to complete. Much 
of this struggle could have been avoided by initially selecting a more interesting topic . 
The less avoidable portions of my project design mistakes involved my constantly 
shifting academic interest. I attempted to adjust my initial idea to fit these interests , but a point 
was reached where the project was stretched in too extreme a manner , and simply did not make 
sense . My epiphany regarding my thesis arrived when I was invited to a pilot GeoDesign course 
in landscape architecture for my final semester. Various personal research I was doing combined 
with topics we would be discussing in that course to define a thesis project I found deep and 
engaging . Unfortunately, this epiphany hit during the end of my penultimate semester, leaving 
me only a single semester to execute my project. 
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My advice to avoid this problem is to seriously consider what you want to study in depth 
as you write your initial proposals . Professors are an excellent resource at this stage, especially 
because they understand what it takes to develop a thorough piece of research specific to your 
field. Spend time with them as a junior and, if possible , before then . Executing a thesis project as 
part of a professor's research is another excellent way to stay on track . 
My second mistake was in execution. As I often say, honors students including myself 
have a problem saying no . Rather, we have an attitude of "I can do that ... " and overburden 
ourselves in the process. I made the mistake of loading two thesis-scale projects on myself in my 
last semester. Working on large personal projects did help to stave off senioritis , but this was a 
seco nd major mistake in my project execution; the first mistake being giving myself only a 
semester of work time. My advice on this subject is simply to be selective in what you take on. It 
can be discouraging to turn down interesting projects , but your work on the projects you accept 
will ultimately be of higher quality . In my case, T tried to fulfil a grant involving carving a large 
stone sculpture, and fell behind on both projects . 
I also made the mistake of working overmuch in isolation . This is another place where 
engaging with professors is helpful: they have knowledge of methods and precedents that can 
help guide a project. Several of the directions I took a thesis project were futile efforts or 
overstepped my ability. I did not notice the issues with my veins of research until I shared 
progress with my mentor, which I should have done much more often. 
Despite my mistakes , I saw many benefits from developing and executing this thesis . 
First, a thesis forced me to engage with literature in my field and related to my topic . This 
experience is invaluable for anyone interested in academic careers, especially in a program such 
as mine, which generally puts more emphasis on professional skill development than 
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understanding of theories and modem literature. I also realized some of the effort and rigor 
required to produce academic-quality research, which this particular piece has not yet achieved . 
These benefits are in addition to the more obvious benefits of public speaking development, 
writing skill development , etc. Personally , the work I began with this thesis is work I would 
consider taking forward into further academic research. 
I would like to end this reflective writing with some of the success I found through this 
thesis . I discovered a topic of deep personal interest that is essentially untapped from an 
academic perspective . I engaged with a professor who guided me through both the technical 
aspects of ArcGIS analysis and the development of a methodology and a research project. That 
engagement has been particul arly valuable , and I regret not doing so more deeply while this 
opportunity was available . I produced the skeleton of a piece of research of which I may one day 
feel proud . Discussions about my research helped me as I applied for graduate school , and my 
future department head and I had a lively conversation about research methods during an 
interview . That conversation would have been far beyond me had I not performed this study . 
And, finally, there are few experiences I find more valuable than forcing myself to finish 
something I have not before attempted , and this thesis was an excellent example of such an 
expenence . 
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